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J.F. Taylor, Inc. Selects DiSTI Corporation for AMPV Trainer
J.F. Taylor, Inc. has chosen The DiSTI Corporation to support the development of the Armored
Multi-Purpose Vehicle (AMPV) Part Task Trainer (PTT) prototype for the U.S. Army.
Orlando, FL (September 29, 2020) – J.F. Taylor has awarded the DiSTI Corporation a contract
to support the development of the Part Task Trainer (PTT) for the Armored Multi-Purpose
Vehicle (AMPV) within the U.S. Army’s Family of Maintenance Trainers (FMT) program. DiSTI
will participate in the PTT development by providing lesson and software modifications to the
FMT Common Core (CC) software, AMPV Diagnostic Task Trainer (DTT) software, and
associated documentation to support additional AMPV PTT physical trainer requirements.
“DiSTI is eager to work with J.F. Taylor and other FMT hardware-based Hands-on-Trainer and
Part-Task-Trainer (PTT) suppliers to take full advantage of the FMT Product Line architecture
and Common Core Software,” said DiSTI CEO John Hayward. “This program will provide a
common training experience across U.S. Army vehicles and reduce development and lifecycle
costs.”

“J.F. Taylor, Inc. is excited to join forces with DiSTI to provide the best maintenance training
product to the Army,” said J.F. Taylor President Wayne Taylor. “By combining the proven
ground vehicle maintenance experiences’ of J.F. Taylor’s hardware solutions with DiSTI’s virtual
solutions, the PTT will bring a new high standard of training devices to the Training Aids,
Devices, and Simulators (TADSS) community.”

This award is the first contract for The DISTI Corporation under the U.S. Army’s Family of
Maintenance Trainers Product Line initiative to apply the FMT architecture and common core
software to an FMT hardware-based trainer.
Installation of classrooms featuring the AMPV DTT trainers will occur in multiple U.S. Army
training locations.
DiSTI will integrate a range of Common Core and AMPV-specific software elements, including
the AMPV Lessons, Lesson Tracker, AMPV Simulation, Message Manager Interface,
Instructor/Operator Station (IOS), and Training Management System (TMS).
The Family of Maintenance Trainers (FMT) is a program developed by the U.S. Army to establish
a Common Core (CC) software baseline to replace its current software architecture with a
solution adaptable to address new and emerging technologies for future training needs.
For more details, please contact Sales@Disti.com.
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About DiSTI Corporation
The DiSTI Corporation is the world’s leading provider of 3D virtual training solutions and graphical
user interface software. DiSTI’s VE Studio is the world’s leading virtual training development
platform for managing the creation of complex 3D virtual environments for use on desktop,
mobile, and virtual and mixed reality training applications.
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